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PROGRAMME SPECIFICATION 

1. Key Information 

Programme Title: MA Screenwriting 

Awarding Institution: Buckinghamshire New University 

Teaching Institution(s): Buckinghamshire New University 

Subject Cluster: Film, TV & Media Production 

Award Title (including 
separate Pathway Award 
Titles where offered): 

MA Screenwriting 

Pathways (if applicable) N/A 

FHEQ level of final award: 7 

Other award titles 
available (exit 
qualifications): 

Postgraduate Certificate 
Postgraduate Diploma 

Accreditation details: N/A 

Length of programme: 1 Year (12 months) 

Mode(s) of Study: Full Time 

Mode of Delivery: In person (on-site) delivery 

Language of study: English 

QAA Subject 
Benchmark(s): 

Communication, Media,  
Film and Cultural Studies (2019) 

Other external reference 
points (e.g. 
Apprenticeship 
Standard): 

N/A 

Course Code(s): MASCWRFT 

UCAS Code(s):  

Approval date: 01 December 2022 

Date of last update:  

2. Programme Summary 

This MA programme, taught in part at our base at Pinewood Studios, will equip you with the 

skills needed to succeed as a screenwriter across media platforms. You will be taught and 

given feedback by experienced professionals and lecturers who have years of experience in 

their field. During your studies you will study some of the fundamental skills of screenwriting 

and freelancer writing, considering genre and narrative models, how to structure scenes, 

write characters and dialogue. Carefully designed workshops will develop your skills, and 

you will be given valuable practical insights into overcoming writers block, effective pitching, 

and gaining an agent.  
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Throughout the programme, learners will obtain a practical understanding of the skills 

required to produce industry-approved scripts and to professionally assess scripts for films 

and High End TV (HETV). Learners will acquire the knowledge to evaluate critically the 

importance of cultivating unique, personal entrepreneurial skills in order to communicate 

effectively in a professional international environment, including other departments within 

film or HETV productions.  

Depending on your chosen options, you may focus on writing and pitching a long-form 

industry-standard series for TV or streaming services. You may wish to create an original 

feature film screenplay, or to gain professional creative skills in writing and pitching a feature 

film treatment. You may decide to develop a High End Television pilot, working 

collaboratively in a simulated writers’ room, and adopting industry-relevant processes to 

enhance employable team-working skills or to gain in-depth knowledge of the practicalities of 

operating as a freelancer, from effective networking to securing a contract. You will develop 

advanced research skills and apply these to a written thesis linked to your practical studies. 

As this programme is focused on developing projects for the national and international 

market, the learners’ scripts will receive feedback from industry professionals looking at the 

UK market and they will also have the advantage of having them reviewed by professional 

screenwriters with extensive experience in the European and international market. 

The MA Screenwriting course will run for 12 months, and you will work together across core 

and choose from optional modules. 

 

3. Programme Aims and Learning Outcomes 

 

Programme Aims 

This programme aims to: 

1. Give a sophisticated knowledge and application of narrative techniques to screenwriting 

and a critical awareness of the various methods used to write screenplays for short films, 

feature films and High End TV 

2. Give an understanding of the creative application of knowledge and skills, together with a 

practical knowledge of film and HETV genres 

3. Teach the ability to critically evaluate the resources for screenwriting in order to deliver a 

fully developed 90-page feature film screenplay and a 55-page collaboratively written 

pilot for HETV 

4. Create the development of self-direction and originality in working collaboratively and 

professionally within a team 

5. Give an understanding of pitching techniques, introducing a project into the market and 

seeking production support 
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Programme Learning Outcomes  

Knowledge and Understanding (K)  

On successful completion of the programme you will be able to:  

  

ID  Learning Outcome  

K1  Employ an understanding of genre, storytelling, character, structure and 

visualisation in writing for film or television.  

K2 Explore industry-relevant contemporary issues and debates in screenwriting and 

analyse key aspects of relevant industry sectors.  

K3  Apply an understanding of the underlying concepts and principles associated with 

storytelling in a visual medium.  

K4  Exhibit the ability to self-evaluate the quality of your work in the role of writer, in 

relation to professional standards, and the wider media industry.  

K5  Formulate a structured narrative with believable characters.  

  

Analysis and Criticality (C)  

On successful completion of the programme you will be able to:  

ID  Learning Outcome  

C1  Demonstrate analytical reflection, problem-solving and decision-making, 

organisation and communication of creative ideas.  

C2  Formulate well-developed lines of argument and sophisticated judgements made in 

accordance with fundamental theories and concepts.  

C3  Employ ideas and techniques to devise and sustain arguments and/or solve 

problems, all of which are consistent with the norms of the discipline.  

C4  Critique aspects of fundamental theories of storytelling and genre.  

C5  Synthesise a range of independently selected sources.  

  

Application and Practice (P)  

On successful completion of the programme you will be able to:  

ID  Learning Outcome  

P1  Demonstrate an ability to select and apply discipline-specific methods and 

techniques to develop and apply knowledge and understanding and to initiate and 

carry out projects.  
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P2  Complete tasks autonomously with accuracy, coordination, and proficiency in often 

complex and unpredictable situations.  

P3  Present evidence and apply advanced knowledge of having considered a wide 

range of external criticism perceptively and authoritatively, and to appropriately 

respond to this efficiently and effectively.  

  

Transferable skills and other attributes (T)  

On successful completion of the programme you will be able to:  

ID  Learning Outcome  

T1  Evidence personal motivation, organisation, and time-management.  

T2  Demonstrate the capacity to work within a framework of professional values/code 

of conduct as well as addressing sustainability (environmental, economic, and 

personal) and social and ethical issues in your work.  

T3  Formulate the ability to communicate information or ideas accurately and reliably, 

utilising relevant literacy, oral and written communication skills in a manner fit for a 

range of situations, audiences and degrees of complexity including defined 

professional and/or other contexts.  

T4  Show an ability to manage own learning and work with minimal or no supervision.  

  

Graduate Attributes 

The BNU Graduate Attributes of: Knowledge and its application; Creativity; Social and 

ethical awareness and responsibility; and Leadership and self-development focus on the 

development of innovative leaders in professional and creative capacities, who are equipped 

to operate in the 21st Century labour market and make a positive impact as global citizens. 

On this programme, attributes are developed by equipping learners with the skills needed to 

succeed as a screenwriter across media platforms, through the practical and creative 

application of some of the fundamental skills of screenwriting and freelance writing, 

considering genre and narrative models, how to structure scenes, write characters and 

dialogue. Throughout the programme, learners will obtain a practical understanding of the 

skills required to produce industry-approved scripts and to professionally assess scripts for 

films and High End TV (HETV)  (K1-3, C1-4, P1-3, T1-4). Carefully designed workshops will 

develop skills, and learners will be given valuable practical insights into overcoming writers’ 

block, effective pitching, and gaining an agent, contributing to the attributes of leadership 

and self-development (P1, P2, T2, T4). Learners will acquire the knowledge to evaluate 

critically the importance of cultivating unique, personal entrepreneurial skills in order to 

communicate effectively in a professional international environment, including other 

departments within film or HETV productions, contributing to social and ethical awareness 

and responsibility (K4, C4). 

4. Entry Requirements 

Applicants would normally have achieved 2.1 in a relevant first degree. However, 

consideration of a candidate with a 2.2 classification may be permissible if aspects of their 
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profile demonstrate the ability to engage and succeed in postgraduate study. Alternatively, 

candidates with a minimum of three years of directly relevant work experience will also be 

considered following a formal interview process. Selection of the applicants is to be 

undertaken by the University course team who will comment upon the ability of the candidate 

to meet the academic entry criteria for Master’s level study and to meet the academic 

demands of the programme  

Previous study, professional and / or vocational experiences may be recognised as the 

equivalent learning experience and permit exemption from studying certain modules in 

accordance with our accreditation of prior learning (APL) process.

https://www.bucks.ac.uk/current-students/registry-helpdesk-and-academic-advice/managing-your-studies/credit-accumulation
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5. Programme Structure 

Pathway 1 or stand-alone course [add further tables for each additional pathway] 

Level Modules (Code, Title and Credits) Exit Awards 

Level 7  
Core modules:  
 

Scriptwriting: strategies, techniques and analysis (20 credits) 
Feature Film Treatment & Script (20 credits) 
 
Extended Independent Work Module: 
 
Research Techniques and Dissertation (60 credits) 
  
Option modules (Choose 4 of the following 20 credit modules): 

 

Production Management 20 
Short Form Film Production – Drama 20 
Entrepreneurship & Employability 20 
HETV Bible & Pilot 20 
Short Form Film Production – Factual 20 
Promotional Video 20 
 
 

 
Postgraduate Certificate 
Screenwriting 
 
Postgraduate Diploma Screenwriting 

 

Please note: Not all option modules will necessarily be offered in any one year. Other option modules may also be introduced at a later stage 

enabling the programme to respond to changes in the subject area.
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6. Learning, Teaching and Assessment 

  

Learning and teaching 

The learning and teaching approaches used throughout the MA Screenwriting programme 

will encourage you to be actively involved in your learning and to co-operate with other 

learners. We aim to give you prompt feedback on your learning as well as opportunities to 

reflect upon and learn from that feedback. 

 

You will be actively involved in a range of learning, teaching and assessment approaches as 

part of MA Screenwriting. Such active approaches aim to put you at the centre of your 

learning, so you are involved and engaged in all aspects of your assessment and learning. 

Your programme will require your active participation in learning activities and engagement 

with your fellow learners both individually and collaboratively, working and learning with 

other learners as part of a small group. Learning activities may also occur both within and 

outside the classroom.  

 

Your learning will also be supported by technology. Increasingly your tutors will be using 

existing and emerging learning technologies to engage you in e-learning activities. Your 

programme will be facilitated using a variety of media and online tools (podcasts, wikis, etc) 

which will allow you flexible access to a diverse range of online resources, quizzes and 

learning materials as well as collaborative tools with which you can engage and learn with 

your peers. Not confined by the time and space associated with traditional teaching methods 

you may take part in online discussions and learning activities from wherever you are 

studying. Your tutors will provide any support you may need whilst learning online. By 

engaging with e-learning you will also be developing skills which are essential for your 

learning and are also highly valued by employers. These include but are not limited to 

working flexibly, communication, understanding of IT, team working and creating shared 

understandings based on quality resources and access to global expertise.  

 

Assessment 

 

As per the teaching and learning strategy, the specific assessment methods are determined 
at modular level, but are designed to reflect the course aims and learning outcomes, to equip 
learners with industry knowledge and experience, academic and cognitive, and critical and 
transferrable skills, which will create culturally aware, prepared and responsive graduates for 
an inclusive and socially conscious film and tv industry.  Assessments are based on practical 
and written assignments.  
  

Contact Hours  
 

You can expect to receive up to 12 hours of scheduled learning activities per week. This may 
include lectures, seminars, workshops or work placement hours. A full breakdown of contact 
hours can be found in individual module descriptors.  
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7. Programme Regulations 

This programme will be subject to the following assessment regulations: 

• Academic Assessment Regulations 

 

8. Support for learners 

The following systems are in place to support you to be successful with your studies: 

• The appointment of a personal tutor to support you through your programme 

• A programme handbook and induction at the beginning of your studies 

• Library resources, include access to books, journals and databases - many of which are 

available in electronic format – and support from trained library staff 

• Access to Blackboard, our Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), which is accessible via 

PC, laptop, tablet or mobile device 

• Access to the MyBNU portal where you can access all University systems, information 

and news, record your attendance at sessions, and access your personalised timetable 

• Academic Registry staff providing general guidance on University regulations, exams, 

and other aspects of learners and course administration 

• Central student services, including teams supporting academic skills development, 

career success, student finance, accommodation, chaplaincy, disability and counselling 

• Support from the Bucks Students’ Union, including the Students’ Union Advice Centre 

which offers free and confidential advice on University processes. 

9. Programme monitoring and review 

BNU has a number of ways for monitoring and reviewing the quality of learning and teaching 

on your programme. You will be able to comment on the content of their programme via the 

following feedback mechanisms: 

• Formal feedback questionnaires and anonymous module ‘check-ins’ 

• Participation in external surveys 

• Programme Committees, via appointed student representatives 

• Informal feedback to your programme leader 

Quality and standards on each programme are assured via the following mechanisms: 

• An initial event to approve the programme for delivery 

• An annual report submitted by the External Examiner following a process of external 

moderation of work submitted for assessment 

• The Annual Monitoring process, which is overseen by the University’s Education 

Committee 

• Review by the relevant PSRB(s) 

• Periodic Subject Review events held every five years 

• Other sector compliance and review mechanisms 
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10. Internal and external reference points 

Design and development of this programme has been informed by the following internal and 

external reference points: 

• The Framework for Higher Education Qualifications (FHEQ) 

• The QAA Subject Benchmark Statement – see detailed mapping below 

• The QAA Master's Degree Characteristics Statement: 

• https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/subject-benchmark-statements/subject-benchmark-

statement-creative-writing.pdf?sfvrsn=2fe2cb81_4 

• The BNU Qualifications and Credit Framework 

• The BNU Grading Descriptors 

• The University Strategy 

 

https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/subject-benchmark-statements/subject-benchmark-statement-creative-writing.pdf?sfvrsn=2fe2cb81_4
https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/subject-benchmark-statements/subject-benchmark-statement-creative-writing.pdf?sfvrsn=2fe2cb81_4
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Mapping of Subject Benchmark Statement and any relevant Apprenticeship Standard to Programme Learning 

Outcomes 

Subject Benchmark 

Statement / 

Apprenticeship 

Standard: 

Knowledge and 

understanding (K) 

Analysis and Criticality 

(C) 

Application and Practice 

(P) 

Transferable skills and 

other attributes (T) 

Benchmark / Standard 

requirement 

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

The ability to generate 

and develop original 

creative work 

    x    X x x        x  

A wide range of editorial 

skills 

x  x  x    X x  x         

An understanding of, and 
the ability to deploy, the 
rules, conventions and 
possibilities of written and 
spoken language in a 
range of forms, genres 
and media.  

x  x  x x x  X  x      x    

An independent and 

disciplined commitment to 

their own writing. 

    X   X    x    x   x  

An understanding of the 
historical and cultural 
dimensions of language 
use and literature, 

  x      X  x      x    
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Subject Benchmark 

Statement / 

Apprenticeship 

Standard: 

Knowledge and 

understanding (K) 

Analysis and Criticality 

(C) 

Application and Practice 

(P) 

Transferable skills and 

other attributes (T) 

Benchmark / Standard 

requirement 

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

including media 
technologies  
An understanding of 
writing as communication, 
with a variety of 
audiences, possible 
destinations and 
purposes, involving 
different priorities and 
skills.  

x        X x x       x x  

The ability to engage 
effectively with others in 
order to improve their own 
and others' work.  

   X    X   x  x   x   x  

A practical understanding 
of the transferability of 
creative writing skills to a 
variety of contexts and 
careers.  

   X     X  x       x   
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Mapping of Programme Learning Outcomes to Modules 

Programme Learning 

Outcome 

Knowledge and 

understanding (K) 

Analysis and Criticality 

(C) 

Application and Practice 

(P) 

Transferable skills and 

other attributes (T) 

Module Code (Core) K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

Level 7                     

Scriptwriting: Strategies, 
Techniques and Analysis 

x    x  x  x  x  x     x   

Feature Film Script x  x  x  x  x   x    x  x x  

Research Techniques and 

Dissertation 

x x x x  x x x x x      x x x x  

Module Code (Options)                     

Level 7                     

Production Management  x    x x x   x x x   x x x x  

Short Form Film 

Production (Drama) 

x x x x x   x x x x x x   x x x x  

Entrepreneurship & 

Employability 

       x   x x    x x x x  

HETV Bible & Pilot x  x x  x x x        x x x   
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